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Abstract. In this work, we take a closer look at the evaluation of two
families of methods for enriching information from knowledge graphs:
Link Prediction and Entity Alignment. In the current experimental set-
ting, multiple different scores are employed to assess different aspects of
model performance. We analyze the informative value of these evaluation
measures and identify several shortcomings. In particular, we demon-
strate that all existing scores can hardly be used to compare results
across different datasets. Moreover, this problem may also arise when
comparing different train/test splits for the same dataset. We show that
this leads to various problems in the interpretation of results, which may
support misleading conclusions. Therefore, we propose a different eval-
uation and demonstrate empirically how this helps for fair, comparable
and interpretable assessment of model performance.
1 Introduction
Information retrieval systems often require information organized in an easily
accessible and interpretable structure. Frequently, Knowledge Graphs (KGs) are
used as an information source [8]. Consequently, the successful application of new
information retrieval algorithms often depends on the completeness and quality
of the information in KGs. Link Prediction (LP) [20] and Entity Alignment (EA)
[3] are two disciplines with the goal to enrich information in KGs. LP makes
use of existing information in a single KG by materializing latent links. The
goal of EA is to align entities in different KGs, which facilitates the transfer of
information between both or a fusion of multiple KGs to a single knowledgebase.
Both disciplines work by assigning scores to potential candidates: LP methods
compute scores for the facts in question at inference time and EA methods assign
scores to candidate alignment pairs. Simple thresholding, or also more advanced
assignment methods [15] for EA, can make use of these scores to predict new
links or alignments.
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During the evaluation, both, LP and EA, evaluate how the "true" entity
is ranked relative to other candidate entities. Let a single knowledge graph be
represented as G = (E ,R, T ), where E is a set of entities, R is a set of relations,
and T ⊆ E ×R×E is a set of triples. For the task of LP a set of given triples is
usually divided in Ttrain ⊆ T and Ttest = T \Ttrain, where Ttest is used to assess
the model performance. A common evaluation protocol is to use every triple
(h, r, t) ∈ Ttest, and perform left-side and right-side prediction. For the right-
side prediction, the score for every triple {(h, r, e) | e ∈ E} is computed and the
entities e are sorted by the predicted scores. The rank of the "true" entity t from
the test data is computed as the index in the resulting sorted list. The left-side
prediction follows analogously. The final rank of the triple is computed as an
average over both ranks.
For entity alignment, there are two knowledge graphs GL = (EL,RL, TL) and
GR = (ER,RR, TR), and a set of alignments A ⊆ EL × ER. Analogous to the
previous evaluation setting, the set of alignments is divided into Atrain ⊆ A and
Atest = A\Atrain. The common evaluation scheme [25,5,26,33,22,34,4,11,31,37,36,28]
now computes scores for every candidate pair {(aL, eR) | eR ∈ ER,∃a′L ∈ E :
(eR, a
′
L) ∈ Atest}, and determines the rank of the "true" score of (aL, aR). The
right-side prediction is defined correspondingly. Notice, that only entities are
considered for which there exists an entity in the test part of the alignment.
Given a rank for each test instance, various metrics exist to obtain a single
number quantifying the overall performance of an approach. In this paper, we
analyze the whole evaluation procedure and make the following contributions:
1. While the rank of the true entity is an intuitive and simple concept, after
reviewing numerous existing codebases, we found several competing methods
to compute a rank.
2. We describe the intuition behind current aggregation scores and argue that
they do not always provide a complete picture of the model performance.
We show that this is an actual problem in the current evaluation setting,
which sometimes may lead to wrong conclusions.
3. We propose a new (adapted) evaluation score overcoming the problems, and
empirically demonstrate its usefulness on an EA dataset.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we discuss
existing rank definitions, and single-figure metrics derived from the individual
ranks. In Section 3, we introduce a novel evaluation metric, circumventing short-
comings of existing aggregations, and yielding a bounded metric with expected
value independent on the test set size. In Section 4, we evaluate empirically its
superiority on the task of EA, before we conclude with Section 5.
2 Metrics
2.1 Rank
To compute a rank in LP and EA evaluation, we are given a sorted list of
scores S = [β1, . . . , βC ] for each test instance with |C| = C , where C is a set of
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candidates. We denote the score of the "true" entity as α, and its position in the
sorted list as r = rank(S, α). As also noted by [29], there exist different variants
to compute the rank, essentially differing in their way of how they handle equal
scores. In the following, we provide a taxonomy and refer to papers that use the
corresponding definition4.
Optimistic rank The optimistic rank assumes that the object in question is
ranked first among those with equal score, i.e.,
rank+(S, α) := |{β ∈ S | β > α}|+ 1.
This definition is for instance used in the implementations of [12,14,17,18,32,5,22].
Pessimistic rank The pessimistic rank assumes that the object in question is
ranked last among those with equal score, i.e.,
rank−(S, α) := |{β ∈ S | β ≥ α}| .
This definition is for instance used in the implementations of [16,24].
Non-Deterministic rank The non-deterministic rank applies some sorting algo-
rithm to the list and uses the index in this list as rank. Hence, it depends on
the initial ordering of the list, i.e. the order in which the ranks where computed,
as well as the inner workings of the applied sort algorithm, e.g. its sort stabil-
ity. Note, that it is different from random rank proposed in [29] since it is non-
deterministic regarding different implementations of sorting algorithms. This def-
inition is for instance used in the implementations of [1,2,6,7,21,27,35,33,28,26,25,34,4,31,36].
Realistic rank The realistic rank is given as the mean of optimistic and pes-
simistic rank, also equal to the average over all valid ranks, i.e. positions the
object can take in list not violating the sort criterion.
rank(S, α) := 1
2
(rank+(S, α) + rank−(S, α))
This definition is for instance used in the implementations of [9,13,11].
2.2 Overall metrics
Given the set of individual rank scores I, the following scores are commonly
used as aggregation.
4 Usually, the exact way how the scores are computed is not detailed in the paper
itself but found in the code published alongside. In the appendix you can find links
to the source code of evaluation for all cited works.
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Hits @ k The Hits @ k (H@k) score describes the fraction of hits, or fraction
of instances, for which the "true" entity appears under the first k entities in the
sorted list:
H@k :=
|{r ∈ I | r ≤ k}|
|I|
In the context of information retrieval, this metric is also known as Recall@k.
One of the advantages of this metric is that it is easily interpretable. Since for
a lot of applications only the first outputs are taken into account, it can help to
directly assess the method’s applicability to the use-case. However, this metric
does not distinguish the cases, where the rank is larger than k. Hence, the ranks
k+ 1 and k+ d, where d 1 have the same effect on the final score. Therefore,
it is less suitable for the comparison of different models.
Mean Rank Themean rank (MR) computes the mean over all individual ranks:
MR :=
1
|I|
∑
r∈I
r.
The advantage of the MR score is that it is sensitive to any model performance
changes. If the rank on the same evaluation set becomes better on average,
the improvement is always reflected by the MR score. While the MR is still
interpretable, it is necessary to keep the size of the candidate set in mind to
assess the model performance.
MRR The mean reciprocal rank is still often reported along with other scores.
It is defined as
MRR :=
1
|I|
∑
r∈I
1
r
.
While the MRR is less sensitive to outliers and has the property to be bounded
in the range (0, 1], it was shown [10] that this metric has serious flaws and
therefore should not be relied upon. However, especially in LP codebases, the
MRR is often used for early stopping. Presumably, the main reason for that is
the behavior of the reciprocal function: While the Hits@k score ignores changes
among high rank values completely, MR values changes uniformly among the
full value range. The MRR score, in contrast, is more affected by changes of low
rank values than high ones, but it does not completely disregard them.
3 Our Evaluation Approach
In the following, we shortly discuss our choice for the rank definition. Subse-
quently, we point out problems in the current evaluation scheme and describe
our new overall score.
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3.1 Optimal Rank
We identified following relevant criteria for the selection of optimal rank defini-
tion:
– There are models, which assign the same score to significant portions of
positive and negative triples [29]. The optimal rank score has to be sensitive
to such degenerate cases. The optimistic rank gives such models an unfair
advantage.
– Adequate assessment of model performance. Since the pessimistic rank gives
too conservative assessments it is not suitable.
– Reproducibility across different experiment runs and environments. The non-
deterministic or random [29] ranks are not always reproducible.
Therefore, we propose to use realistic rank. While being deterministic, the real-
istic rank offers a trade-off between the pessimistic and optimistic rank. In the
degenerate case, when βi = c ∈ R for all βi ∈ S, the realistic rank is equal to
|S|/2, i.e. very close to the expected rank in the case, when all scores are drawn
at random. If α, β1, . . . , βC are i.i.d and drawn at random, and therefore the el-
ement can appear at any position with the same probability, the expected rank
is also the middle of the sorted array:
E[rank(S, α)] = 1
n
|S|∑
i=1
i =
1
2
(|S|+ 1)
3.2 Adjusted Mean Rank
While the H@1 score enables assessments of the model’s suitability for a use-
case, and the mean rank allows comparison of models based on a single dataset,
they are more complicated to employ, when the number of candidate entities
varies for the evaluation. For the LP task, results on two datasets with a differ-
ent number of entities are not directly comparable. However, comparability of
performance on different datasets is important, for example, to assess the task
complexity, choose benchmarks or investigate model generalization. For instance,
surprisingly good test scores can be an indication for test leakage, see e.g. [30].
Intuitively, the number of candidates is an important factor directly affecting
the task complexity, but it is not the only factor.
While the comparison of the performance on different datasets is also difficult
for EA, there is the additional problem that the number of candidate entities
depends on the set of alignments used for the evaluation. Therefore, the results
on the same dataset are not comparable for different train/test splits or between
train and test sets. This can lead to various misinterpretations of results. For
instance, in [33,19], the authors have an experiment where they increase the
training size step-wise and evaluate the model on the rest of the data. Based on
the score improvement, they conclude that the model benefits from additional
training data. While this claim can still be true, we argue that another evaluation
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is necessary to support this claim. As we demonstrate in Section 4, both MR and
Hits@k scores become automatically better as the test sets become smaller, even
if the model stays exactly the same. The necessary condition for such an evalua-
tion is either independence on candidate set size or the same candidate set for all
experiments. One possible solution would be to use all entities in the KG as can-
didates analogous to LP. However, this still would leave us with the unresolved
problem of performance comparison across datasets. Therefore, we propose to
use an additional score that assesses the model performance independently of
the candidate set size.
Since we are interested in evaluating model performance, we start with MR
as our starting point. Inspired by the Adjusted Rand Index [23], we aim to
adjust it for chance. Therefore, we compute the expected mean rank following
the assumption that the individual ranks are independent:
E [MR] = E
[
1
n
n∑
i=1
rank(Si, α)
]
=
1
n
n∑
i=1
E [rank(Si, α)]
=
1
n
n∑
i=1
|Si|+ 1
2
=
1
2n
n∑
i=1
(|Si|+ 1)
Now, we define the adjusted mean rank (AMR) as the MR divided by its expected
value:
AMR =
MR
E [MR]
=
2
∑n
i=1 ri∑n
i=1(|Si|+ 1)
Since ri < |S| + 1 the AMR has a bounded value range of (0, 2). Values close
to 0 indicate good performance, whereas values close to one correspond to the
performance of a model assigning random scores.
4 Experiments
In this section, we evaluate empirically to what extent the results of the current
evaluation protocol can be misinterpreted, and whether our new adapted score
helps to mitigate the problem. We focus on the EA evaluation and see how the
same model performs when it is evaluated on sets of different sizes. Note, that
from this evaluation we also can conclude the comparability of LP evaluation on
different datasets. We use GCN-Align [33] as model and the zh-en subset of the
JAPE dataset with the best hyperparameters from [3].
The results are presented in Figure 1. These results confirm our assumptions
about the behavior of the overall scores. We observe that the MR increases
almost linearly with increasing test size when evaluated for the same model. We
also observe a similar effect for the Hits@1 score. In contrast, our new AMR
score is almost completely insensitive to the size of the test set. We also see that
the results become more interpretable. E.g. we see that the models trained with
less than 10 alignments perform similarly to the random model, as their AMR
score is nearly one. We can also claim, that GCN-Align takes advantage of more
training alignments since the models have different AMR scores.
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Fig. 1. Results on DBP15k (JAPE), zh-en for different number of training alignments,
each evaluated on different number of test alignments, according to different evaluation
measures. The shaded area shows the variation across five different random train-test
splits. Notice the logarithmic scale of the y-axis. Only AMR shows consistent results
for the same model with different number of test alignments.
5 Conclusion
In this work, we address problems in the evaluation of Link Prediction and Entity
Alignment models for Knowledge Graphs. We thoroughly analyzed the current
evaluation framework and identified several vulnerabilities. We demonstrated
their effect and showed how these problems can be mitigated. Our empirical
evaluation confirms our findings.
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Appendix
Optimistic First among equal score.
– ComplEx [32]
https://github.com/ttrouill/complex/blob/master/efe/evaluation.
py#L295
– OpenKE [12]
https://github.com/thunlp/OpenKE/blob/master/base/Test.h#L64
– PyTorch-BigGraph [17]
https://github.com/facebookresearch/PyTorch-BigGraph/blob/master/
torchbiggraph/eval.py#L59
– SimplE [14]
https://github.com/Mehran-k/SimplE/blob/master/reader.py#L148
– ANALOGY [18]
https://github.com/quark0/ANALOGY/blob/master/main.cpp#L425
– MTransE [5]
https://github.com/muhaochen/MTransE/blob/master/src/TransE/TransE.
py#L302-L309
– SEA [22]
https://github.com/scpei/SEA/blob/4a5bc9535407d0a6ceb240f59275f6adb7fb808e/
src/tester_SEA2.py#L330
Pessimistic Last among equal score.
– knowledge-graph-embeddings
https://github.com/mana-ysh/knowledge-graph-embeddings/blob/master/
src/processors/evaluator.py#L166
– ComplEx-N3 [16]
https://github.com/facebookresearch/kbc/blob/master/kbc/models.
py#L68
– R-GCN [24]
https://github.com/MichSchli/RelationPrediction/blob/master/code/
common/evaluation.py#L151
– graphvite
https://github.com/DeepGraphLearning/graphvite/blob/5cf3a5adcdc5252c04d6787d6784d4861154bc29/
python/graphvite/application/application.py#L1061
Realistic
– ComplEx-NNE-AER [9]
https://github.com/iieir-km/ComplEx-NNE_AER/blob/master/ComplEx-NNE-AER/
src/complex/Evaluation.java#L81
– RENet [13]
https://github.com/INK-USC/RE-Net/blob/master/model.py#L294
– RSN [11]
https://github.com/nju-websoft/RSN/blob/8025dd0ab6e291cdad114632f96fe49ab594f2e1/
RSN4EA.ipynb
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Non-Determistic Rank depends on sort order.
– ConvE [7]
https://github.com/TimDettmers/ConvE/blob/master/evaluation.py#
L67
– HolE [21]
https://github.com/mnick/holographic-embeddings/blob/master/kg/
base.py#L198
– Bootstrapping Entity Alignment [27]
https://github.com/nju-websoft/BootEA/blob/master/code/test_funcs.
py#L50
– Pykg2vec [35]
https://github.com/Sujit-O/pykg2vec/blob/master/pykg2vec/utils/
evaluation.py#L19
– HypER [1]
https://github.com/ibalazevic/HypER/blob/master/HypER/hyper.py#
L83
– TuckER [2]
https://github.com/ibalazevic/TuckER/blob/master/main.py#L78
– knowledge_representation_pytorch
https://github.com/jimmywangheng/knowledge_representation_pytorch/
blob/master/evaluation.py#L183
– DGL - R-GCN
https://github.com/dmlc/dgl/blob/master/examples/pytorch/rgcn/utils.
py#L160
– HyTE [6]
https://github.com/malllabiisc/HyTE/blob/master/result_eval.py#
L39
– GCN-Align [33]
https://github.com/1049451037/GCN-Align/blob/873d0c390bda67892300460b5904fc649e754cac/
metrics.py#L61-L62
– AliNet [28]
https://github.com/nju-websoft/AliNet/blob/9ea135a4dd39dd471ee29a21402a541412a0197f/
code/align/test.py#L110
– BootEA [26]
https://github.com/nju-websoft/BootEA/blob/9861465e8114f666efc842464a269d330e3fb6c1/
code/test_funcs.py#L22
– JAPE [25]
https://github.com/nju-websoft/JAPE/blob/b4b3617a7c61df5f7093921553dd3b0a7497506d/
code/embed_func.py#L180
– [34]
https://github.com/syxu828/Crosslingula-KG-Matching/blob/master/
run_model.py#L164
– MuGNN [4]
https://github.com/thunlp/MuGNN/blob/10113ea6a4f155a9d02c6129485588f1bfd015a7/
utils/functions.py#L28
Adjusted Mean Rank 13
– [31]
https://bitbucket.org/bayudt/kba/src/35c67d56a8f0e2bcc05e8d56fb98c4374e3ff542/
KBA.ipynb#lines-496
– MultiKE [36]
https://github.com/nju-websoft/MultiKE/blob/a210a0c638ef4d91562bf098acb7153028dd74fc/
code/base/alignment.py#L155
